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Engage2Excel Earns Ranking for the Seventh Time
on 2018 Baker’s Dozen List for Recognition Providers
STATESVILLE, N.C., July 31, 2018 – Engage2Excel, Inc. a leading provider of recruitment,

employee engagement, and recognition services in the HR industry, has earned a spot
among the top recognition providers in HRO Today’s 2018 Baker’s Dozen Recognition
Providers Ratings. This ranking marks the seventh time the company has made the list.

“As employee recognition continues to be a top priority in today’s organizations, so does
choosing the right provider. We are humbled knowing that our client relationships reflect
making this list year after year,” said Phil Stewart, Engage2Excel’s CEO.
As a benchmark for recognition provider differentiation, HRO Today’s Baker’s Dozen
rankings are an important measure of customer satisfaction. It also serves as a reminder
for providers to continuously raise the bar in the quality, services and value they offer
clients.
The results are based on survey feedback from buyers of the rated services. The data is
analyzed to determine the rankings and the overall score, and individual scores are
calculated for three categories – service breadth, deal sizes and quality.
“Engage2Excel’s continued recognition on the Baker’s Dozen list celebrates our team’s
ability to develop and implement innovative solutions for our clients, all while providing
the high level of customer service they expect,” says Stewart. “We thank our clients for
helping us earn another spot on the list and for continuing to be partners in the quest to
deliver an exceptional employee experience.”
To view a full list of rankings, visit: www.hrotoday.com
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About Engage2Excel, Inc.
Engage2Excel knows that creating engaging experiences is essential for motivating
employees to care more, work smarter and stay longer. Our talent acquisition,
employee recognition and engagement survey solutions create unique candidate and
employee experiences from pre-hire to retirement. Visit engage2excel.com
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